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Filtration and separation specialist passing on a rich global environment to future generations

Reduce Reuse Recycle
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Manual centrifuge series

Centrifuge TMG series

Pipe magnet

Pipe magnet auto-drain




Manual centrifuge series
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	TRS-50M-PM	TRS-80M-PM


Features

	Separate, dehydrate, deoil fine particles (sludge) contained in waste water and wasted oil using centrifugal force, and solidify the sludge inside rotor and capture it.
	Reduce product defect caused by contamination in cyclic water and oil for grinder.
	Reduce maintenance cost due to simple structure.
	No consumable parts like filter fabrics and filters.


Main specifications

	Item codes	TR010393	CF0500001	CF0800001
	Model	TRS-30M-PM	TRS-50M-PM	TRS-80M-PM
	Power supply voltage	AC200V	AC200V	AC200V
	Treatment flow rate
（L/min）	15	30	50
	Dimension
（mm）	W397xL712xH1010	W473xL787xH1029	W685xL878xH1444
	Weight
(Dry)	115kg	160kg	240kg


More information

Centrifuge TMG series
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Features

	Enable to separate, dehydrate, deoil fine particles (sludge) including contaminated water and oil using centrifugal force. Discharge the recovered sludge to trolley automatically, and collect.
	Reduce industrial waste by recovering sludge with low water content.
	Reduce product defect caused by contamination in cyclic water and oil for grinder.
	Reduce maintenance cost due to simple structure.
	No consumable parts like filter fabrics and filters.


Main specifications

	Item codes	MG-50W
	Model	TMG-50W
	Power supply voltage	AC200V
	Treatment flow rate
（L/min）	20～40
	Dimension
（mm）	W700xL1200xH1050
	Weight
(Dry)	550kg


More information

Pipe magnet
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Features

	No running cost. Not necessary for power and spare parts due to solid‐liquid separation using permanent magnet.
	If contaminated particles are magnetic materials regardless of oil or water-soluble, capture them by passing them through effective field.
	Recover floating sludge in tanks when setting vertically
	Enable to incorporate pipe magnet to line (piping) using housing type.
	Excellent oil/heat resistance due to the body of stainless steel.


Main specifications

	Item codes	Model	A	B	C	D	E	F	G	Weight
	MP0010300	TRPMG-300L	300	50	90	180	180	30	90	5kg
	MP0010600	TRPMG-600L	600	50	90	180	180	30	90	7.8kg
	MP00330000	TRPMG-600L-H	641	90	200	228	-	-	-	18kg


* Material: SUS304 (exterior) ferrite (internally incorporated) epoxy resin (internally filled) 
 * Material: SUS304 (exterior) ferrite (internally incorporated) epoxy resin (internally filled)

More information

Pipe magnet auto-drain
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Features

	Save installation space and proceed high flow.
	Operate regardless of oil or water-soluble.
	The sludge captured by magnet is dried by passing through the throttle device, and discharged automatically. Recovering the dried sludge can lead to reduce industrial waste.
	Extend replacement cycle of coolant/oil.
	Excellent oil/heat resistance due to the body of stainless steel.


Main specifications

	Item codes	MP050001
	Model	TRAZ-18
	Power supply voltage	AC200V
	Treatment flow rate
（L/min）	18
	Dimension
（mm）	!1039xL766x2201
	Weight
(Dry)	400kg


More information
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Triple R Co., Ltd.

TR Bldg, 6-27-10 Ayase, Adachi-ku, Tokyo

Tel: +81-3-5616-7731
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